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Abstract 

 In present scenario Women are the polestar. Whether the polestars are utilized or handled the way they have to 
be is under question. For the trend to speak on women and the auto fastening terms like: marginalize, suppressed, 
voiceless, subalterns, double marginalized and other are there in world worthlessly. Simon de Beauvoir’s The Second 
Sex, is considered the Bible of Feminism written in 1949, find it difficult to bring a change in the attitude treating 
women. One who is not capable of treating women as women includes disrespect and inhuman are highly illiterates. 
This paper adapts the title Myth and Reality from Simon de Beauvoir, attempted to portray the state of women in few 
texts which is never changeable. An assurance cannot be given on the transformation in the condition of women will 
attain equality even in future.  
Keywords: Women; Contexts; Literature; Myth; Reality; Feminism. 

 
 The new definition of literature can also be, is a hall of mirror. Literature aids a person to grow 

through the facts it possess within. It is through Literature the true phase of society is exhibited. Often it 

is believed the depth of learning in literature takes place through Classic Literatures. It expresses the 

flashes of lightening in the minds of learners. On that note through every depiction of Literature writers 

hold the respectability to be a social scientist. There arises a question whether the present literatures 

deliberate the truth to readers? It is as Vladimir Nabokov in his Lectures in Literature tells that: 

 Literature was born not the day when a boy crying wolf. Wolf came running out of the Neanderthal 

valley with a big grey Wolf at his heels: literature was born on the day when a boy came crying Wolf, 

wolf and there was no wolf behind him. That the poor little fellow because he lied too often was finally 

eaten up by a real beast is quite incidental. But here is what is important. Between the wolf in the tall 

grass and the wolf in the tall story there is a shimmering go -between that go -between, that prison, is 

the art of literature.  

 Likewise portrayals of women in literatures have to be discussed. Women are addressed in 

Literature as a weaker sex, other, subaltern and oppressed. On this context Literature tells the truth 

about the status of women in society. This paper would flash light on the collective contexts of women. 

It would depict the myth and reality. While the discussion falls on Women, without bringing the notion 

of Feminism the idea would not be completed. 

 It was Charles Fourier, a French Socialist coined the turn Feminism in the early 19th century. 

Feminism is the combination of French words femme and isme which conveys social movement and 

political ideology. It roared in the world with three waves. The first wave from early 1830’s- 1900’s 

where women fight for equal contract and property rights. Notable feminists of those wave were Jane 

Addams, Marie Bashkirtseff, Sarah Grimke, Clarina I.H. Nicholas, Vigina Woolf and Victoria Woodhull. 

The second wave from 1960’s- 1980’s which broadened the debate on work place, sexuality, family and 

reproductive rights. Notable feminists of those wave were Simone de Beauvoir, Lorraine Bethel, Oprah 

Winfrey, Susan Faludi, Betty Friedan and Kate Millett. The third wave feminism from 1990’s to present 
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day which focus on the micro politics of gender equality. Notable feminists were Gloria E. Anzaldua, 

Margaret Atwood, Melissa Benn, Susie Bright and Bell Hooks. Though the feminist movement emphasis 

on the liberation and the way woman has to be treated on, there are certain Myths on women which 

have to be viewed in realistic eyes. This paper seeks examples from Literature to differentiate the myth 

and reality. First example is Nora from A Doll’s House by Henrik Ibsen. The play tells that Nora Trovald 

was treated like a Doll by Trovald in the family. She takes care of the family in a well mannered way by 

managing the economical need. When Nora purchased gifts for the Christmas Eve Trovald called her as 

twitting bird who is innocent and spends more on buying repeated thing on that eve. While she had 

macroons, he showed of the care o her teeth and questioned her that why she hided that from bringing 

to his knowledge. the true nature of Trovald was revealed during the third act of the play, while he 

happened to read the letter by his friend Krogstad. For, Nora stood still while he enquired her about the 

forgery signature of her father. Nora justified that she did it for the sake of him. Trovald take it for 

granted spoke on Nora, similarly the way he spoke on Krogstad’s behaviour. When Trovald talks about 

the cheating of Krogstad he blamed that children resembles their mother. Nora replied: 

 When I look back on it now, I seem to have been living here like a beggar, from hand to mouth. I 

lived by performing tricks for you, Trovald. But you would have it so. You and Father have done me a 

great wrong. It is your fault that my life has been wasted. (Act: iii 114)  

 These words of Nora conveys woman depends on her father and then on her husband. By treating 

her in an extreme protective way, men underestimate their power and values. Woman is capable of 

handling her own whims and fancies. The efforts of woman and the selflessness are undervalued. Nora 

takes the decision of moving away from her family life. A Doll’s House was published in 1879 during the 

first wave feminism, where women fight for property. In case of Nora she relinquished her everything. 

Ibsen has broke the stereotypical womanhood, for Nora is not revolutionary too. It is to be questioned 

whether Nora’s decision is emancipation or intentional flaw towards women by male writers. Elaine 

Showalter’s view on male writers in “The New Feminist Criticism: Essay on Women” will be a right 

quote: In its earlier phase, feminist criticism concentrated on exposing the misogymy of literary 

practice: the stereotyped images o women in literature, abuse or textual harassment of women in classic 

and popular male literature and the exclusion of women from literary history. (5) 

 Ibsen says that the characterisation of Nora is from the real life incident which happened in his 

childhood days. The myth on woman is stereotyped and sensitivity towards life. Reality is woman takes 

up her own decision which can also be ideal. Sujatha the modern powerful mother in Mahaswetha 

Devi’s Mother of 1084 classic character such as in literature would break the myth and take women in 

reality stream. Shashi Deshpande in one of her interviews says: Oh Yes! That and for me the book ‘The 

Second Sex’ by Simone de Beauvoir. That was also like a flash of light. Fortunately, I read those books 

were like a sort of confirmation (73). To conclude the collective contexts of woman in literature brings 

out the otherness in other. 
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